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**Bill to Approve the Elections Guidelines and Elections Cover Letter**

**Whereas**, the Rutgers College Governing Association (RCGA) will be conducting its First-Year Elections for incoming first-year students this Fall; and

**Whereas**, the RCGA Elections Guidelines “govern the elections process for all elections for all… seats on the RCGA Congress and Rutgers College Class Councils… as based on the parameters set forth by Article II, Section 2 of the RCGA Constitution”; and,

**Whereas**, the “Elections Committee will be responsible for drawing up Elections Guidelines and Cover Letter and have them approved by the RCGA Congress”, as stated in the RCGA Standing Rules; and,

**Whereas**, the Elections Committee has met to revise the Elections Guidelines and Cover Letter and recommend the attached changes; and,

**Whereas**, these documents are final by 2/3 vote of the RCGA Congress; therefore,

**Be it Hereby Enacted**, that the Rutgers College Governing Association (RCGA) approves the suggested amendments to the Elections Guidelines and Cover Letter; and

**Be it Finally Enacted**, that the RCGA approves the Elections Guidelines and Cover Letter for use in the Fall 2006 elections.